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Stuck in a loveless marriage, popular New York talk-show hostess Lindy Sullivan has turned to
the Internet for comfort, and found a stranger with whom she has shared her deepest secrets for
over a year. Their sexy repartee has become more and more intimate, and now they are about to
meet.Will this be the start of an exciting new chapter in Lindy's life, or the beginning of
something dangerous she can't control?



Blind DateCopyright© 2016 Susanne O’LearySpring had finally arrived in New York City. The
soft breezes brought with them a scent of apple blossom and damp earth, not usually
associated with a big city. The bright sunshine that managed to find its way through the windows
of the fifteenth floor apartment on Park Avenue promised something new and romantic, making
Lindy’s heart beat a little faster. But even if it wasn’t spring, she would still have been excited. It
was an important day.Lindy was in her bedroom, trying to decide what to wear. The traffic was a
distant hum, the police sirens barely registering as she picked up a silk shirt. Pink? No. Too girly.
The black Prada top? Too clingy and obvious. She didn’t quite know what look to go for. It was
more important than an audition, and she didn’t want to get it wrong.Today, she was going to
meet him. Jake. Her secret, virtual lover. Even though they’d never met, she knew him so well; his
hopes and fears, his likes and dislikes, even his sexual fantasies. And he knew her. He had been
inside her heart and mind for months, even though they had never seen each other or spoken a
single word. They had never had a Skype conversation or facetime. That would have been too
risky. Words on a computer screen and a few photos were their only means of
communication.They met on the Internet. Not on Facebook, twitter or any of the social media
sites, but on a site called “Only the Lonely”, a chat room for lonely people. Lonely? Lindy
thought. Me? Lindy Sullivan, star of “the Lindy Sullivan Show”, the most popular daytime talk
show in New York, with a husband, two children and a zillion fans, was lonely? Yes, she was,
despite all that, or maybe because of it?Her husband? He was there, in the background. They
had adored each other, but after the first few years, the passion had fizzled out. Lindy had
suspected early on that he wasn’t happy about her success. He had wanted to be the main
breadwinner, being a rock star with his own band with hit after hit. But when Lindy became the
most popular talk show hostess in town, he wasn’t as pleased as she had expected. The arrival
of their twins hadn’t revived their marriage either. It only made him more moody. He was no
longer the main event in Lindy’s life.
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Steelersgal13, “Loved it. Super cute love story. I love Susanne and her books. Maybe this short
story will turn into new characters (fingers crossed).”

Lynn Demsky, “Blind Date torture!. This was a heartwarming comical romance story about a
bored wife and a super bored husband.”

The book by Melody Bober has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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